




Happy Birthday Oliver!
Love from Adzy & Bex x

Written by REBECCA TWITCHEN

Illustrated by ADAM GINGER



It was so high up in the sky that it was

the same level as the clouds.

The photo flew higher and higher.



A passenger in an airplane was

surprised when the photo

stuck to the outside of their window

as they zoomed past!



A giant whale breached the surface

of the water and its huge mouth

gobbled up the photo.

Slowly, the photo started to float back

down towards the ground. Except it wasn’t

the ground… The photo was in the middle

of the ocean!



The photo burst
from the whale’s blow hole in a fountain of salty water.

The whale
realised that
it wasn’t a

tasty fish in
its mouth.



On a beach not too far away, the

waves washed the photo

onto the shore.



Suddenly, a claw emerged from

underneath the sand. Two eyes

followed the claw that snapped shut

around the photo. It was a crab!

It scuttled away from the

waves and across the

sandy beach.



There was a jungle on the other

side of the beach. Tall trees

swayed in the breeze and

the sounds of buzzing
insects filled the air.



The orangutan looked curiously

at the strange object in its

hand. It held on to it and went back

to swinging between the trees.

Suddenly, an orange hand reached down from one of

the trees to pinch the photo from the crab’s claw.

The crab was almost
lifted into the air along
with the photo!



The photo was passed
from orangutan to orangutan, who were all eager

to have a look at the strange object.

The higher the apes climbed, the stronger

the wind blew.



When a baby orangutan grabbed for the

photo, it was snatched

by the breeze and
stolen away.



A herd of zebras was galloping across the savanna!
They skidded to a stop on the outskirts

of a watering hole.

The photo was just about to touch the ground when it became

caught up between thundering hooves.



and sleeping crocodiles.
It travelled for miles and miles…

as it flowed past

angry hippos…

They didn’t take long
to drink before they were
on the move again. The
photo followed the slow
motion of the water…



There were all sorts of creatures here,

from tiny fish to giant white bears.

It was trapped in ice!

The water was much colder here.

It wasn’t long before the photo wasn’t

flowing through water.



Fortunately, the photo wasn’t trapped for long.
The ice started to melt, and an albatross

plucked the photo from the ice.



The huge wings of the

albatross carried it and the

photo across sea and land.



However, the albatross didn’t take the
photo all the way back to its home.
It dropped it along the way…



Oliver opened the door
to their classroom and
couldn’t believe
their eyes…

Oliver was almost at

school and couldn’t contain their

disappointment at having lost

their favourite photo.



It looked as if it had floated through the open
window and landed on their very own desk.

There was the photo!



Oliver was so happy they could show their
favourite photo to their classmates.

The photo captured a special

moment in their life, and it was

even more special to share that

moment with others!
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Follow your favourite photo on an amazing journey
as it travels across the globe. Stolen from your

hands by a gust of wind, washed away by waves,
and found on the seashore by a curious crab is just

the start of the photo’s adventure!
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